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GALA MR400 A Modular Ice Cube Maker

Model ID: GALA MR400 A
 

The GALA MR400 is the ultimate ice cube maker for prestige restaurants, bars and clubs. Every 24 hours it makes

345kg of GALA ice cubes, which have been designed by ITV to melt slowly and never alter the flavor or excessively

water-down spirits or cocktails. But it’s also one of the most advanced commercial ice machines on the market,

offering cutting edge efficiency and smart control electronics that adapt to changes in ambient and water

temperature to ensure ice cube consistency.

 

  

CATEGORY

Ice Makers

 

SERIES

ITV Ice Maker Series

 

REFRIGERATION TYPE

Ice Maker

   

    

 

DIMENSIONS

1321 W x 638 D x 978 H (mm)

 

TEMPERATURE RANGE

10°C to 43°C

 

GROSS VOLUME

N/A Litres

 

FLOOR AREA

1.16m2
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  GALA MR400 A Modular Ice Cube Maker

Product Code: GALA MR400 A

 
FEATURES & BENEFITS

Make crystal clear ice every

time

Ice type: GALA - designed to

protect the taste of premium

beverages

Suitable for very hot climates

(ambient temperatures up to

43°C)

Requires separate storage bin

- SILO storage bins offer up

to 800kg of capacity and a

stacking kit that lets you

achieve ultimate space

utilization. Suitable storage

bins - S500, SCD400,

SCD600, SCD800.

Designed for premium

cocktail bars, whisky bars, gin

bars, night clubs and

restaurants - 1,321 W x 638 D

x 978 H (mm)

Slow to melt so will not alter

a drink's flavour or water it

down - perfect for high-end

liquor

R452A refrigerant - a 45%

reduction in GWP (global

warming potential) over

previous R404A

Low water consumption -

1.68L per kg

PERFORMANCE

Noise Rating Decibel db(A):

N/A

Current draw (Amps): 13.75

OPTIONS

Drain pump SXX11725-P

Replacement filter cartridge

SXX11696

Stacking kit ITV-8035

Water filter kit SXX11698
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